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About This Content

The Blade of Galadriel Story Expansion includes:

• NEW Story campaign
• NEW Orc Allies & Side Missions

• NEW Boss fights against the Ringwraiths and Dark Talion
• NEW Light wielding Combat

• NEW Legendary Gear Set for Eltariel

Play as Eltariel, the Blade of Galadriel, as she hunts the newest Ringwraith. Her epic story begins on the tower of Barad-dûr
after the battle with Sauron and takes her across Mordor.

Eltariel enters battle with a new dual wield combat style, new powers based on the Light of Galadriel and the ability to wield the
New Ring.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Monolith Productions, Inc.
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 with Platform Update

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-2300, 2.80 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 7870, 2 GB / NVIDIA GTX 660, 2 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 70 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Arabic,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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well.... if you want to play this game, go to you tube and watch a 10 minute video.. then you basically played it... plenty of
chieves for 50 cents on sale I guess. 6 hours of playtime.
over a year of ownership.
1 hour spent struggling to defeat the title screen and its dangerous music boss.
Still haven't beaten the sprite editor boss.
10/10. fixed the scenario editor so is all good. It's a fun game but eh...It could be a bit better. It's not bad. It's fun as I said but it's
not good either. It's up to you if you enjoy these type of games. If you do. You may like it. If not, it might not be your cup of
tea.. Eschalon: Book II is a game you have to have history to appreciate. If you grew up on classic crpgs, then you may know the
score. You just have to find that perfect afternoon to play it. Preferably one where you are thinking back to the first computer
rpg games you fell in love with. It is a tough game, but it is rewarding and fun. You can watch a few "Let's Plays" and get an
idea, but until you pick it up you will not understand what makes it great. My simple yes or no scale: Yes, buy it. Many of us
pine for those halcyon days of PCRPGS. This is your time machine back.. Scourge: Outbreak is a headache-inducing third-
person co-op shooter designed for four players. The game features terrible gun-play, poorly implemented powers, terrible game-
play mechanics, bad voice acting, and strange level designs.

Being a shooter, the game revolves heavily around gun play, its a shame than that this game falls short on pretty much every
aspect of the gun play. The game has plenty of guns to offer, but due to every enemy essentially being a bullet sponge, including
the very first grunts of the game, most weapons are either useless or only useful in set situations. Limiting players to only two
guns at a time discourages experimentation since the risk of doing so is punished by encountering bullet-sponge enemies.
Shotguns have an astoundingly short range and snipers cannot kill anything in one hit by the time you get them which makes the
shotgun highly situational and the sniper essentially useless. Grenades have no throwing arc and the result is guess work when
trying to hit specific targets at any distance, a tedious affair when grenades are required to kill something. One of the essential
parts of being a shooter, the placing of bullets into enemies, is one of this game's weakest attributes.

The powers that the four main characters receive in the game end up feeling more than a little disappointing when you get them,
primarily due to an antagonist's teleportation powers being the teaser to your personal powers. Each person is supposed to end
up with different powers, according to the voice over, but what ends up happening is that each character has different versions
of ground blast and shield. Ground blast is only useful near enemies, with the exception of Amp who can somehow throw her
blasts like magic grenades, and shield is fantastic since it lets you not die when reviving allies that will inevitable fall due to lack
of cover or the AI running into the open. All of this is only possible if you have enough Ambrosia, which you only get from
green barrels of goo that explode if shot, meaning you could end up without a source of energy and as a result, no powers.
Overall the powers are neat in concept, but you likely wouldn't miss them if they were removed.

The mechanics and concepts in the game show that inspiration has been taken from several shooters, most notably the cover
system taken straight from Gears of War. A problem that arises from this is the implementation of most of these ideas are done
terribly or simply aren't designed well. The cover system doesn't work well if you don't include the cover to go with it, or the
ability to use your guns properly from cover. The result is that most enemies behave in such a way that locking to cover is
detrimental to the game-play experience and likely to get you killed unless there is no way to be flanked. Worse is the alien
enemies that have to melee you to hurt you, making cover a dangerous affair. It is strange then that the aliens are introduced in a
cramped corridor with nearly infinite amounts until you kill the lead aliens. For a single player this section is virtually
impassable as the AI can't cope with the amount of enemies and reviving the player at the same time. The strangest part of the
introductory area of the aliens belongs to the end of it, where you have to defend against a rush of them while a door is on a
timer to open. During the defense there are defenses on the wall helping you hold them off, giving you time to fight the aliens
without getting swarmed while still feeling as if you will. These strange decisions continue to appear in later stages, such as a
boss you can't kill unless you remove barrels of Ambrosia that are healing him after a certain damage threshold. Those are the
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very same barrels used to regenerate your own powers so by destroying them, you lose your powers shortly after receiving them.
Another boss requires you to throw grenades at specific parts from a distance, which is immensely tedious without a throwing
arc and should not have been included without a useful launcher of some kind. The game could have benefited greatly with
fewer but more focused mechanics, but opted for more is greater.

The voice acting in Scourge: Outbreak is not so much terrible as it is inconsistent, such as the lead character having an accent
constantly change from sentence to sentence and occasionally in the middle of speaking. It sounds like they had multiple voice
actors and forgot to decide on a specific actor. Other examples are lines delivered from antagonist's that often sound
unrehearsed or as if the reader is perplexed by the writing. The result is an inconsistent delivery of vocal work that ends up
jarring and pulls you out of the games world.

The level designs used in this game seemed to vary between corridors and big open rooms, with corridors taking the stage the
majority of the time. One area of the game has you wait in a corridor while the game scans the protagonists, the door than opens
to another corridor that leads to a cut-scene. Corridors leading into corridors appears to be their way of slowing the pace down
after combat; it's a poor method since there is no sense of progression, just going from fight to fight. Some sections have what
appears to be water slowing you down, though as it is walked through, it moves away from the player as if jumping in a
gelatinous substance. Having the character slow down in water is unnecessary, especially in rooms that have nothing in them
which is always the case. Sadly most levels are poorly designed, either with too much cover, making it detrimental in the search
of enemies, or too little cover, making it hard to survive the enemy's onslaught.

This game is not recommended, even on a budget due to many frustrating moments and poor enemy design. The game is pretty
much unplayable alone and renders you powerless when in a group since there is a lack of Ambrosia. I recommend not buying
this game at any price.. i expected this game to be bad, but it wasnt to bad at all.

it got differcult when it became dark and trying to shoot something you cant see was fun.. I have played all the titles from the
beginning and they just keep getting better! This game is a perfect time waster and you can play at your own pace or go insane..
A great game to show how brave 18 year olds during 1944 storm the beaches of Normandy getting rain upon by machine gun
fire, mortars and artillery and not getting ptsd from hurtful words running back to their safe spaces.. OK I give up. How do you
turn on the light for night work?
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I love the flow of the game. You can almost feel the wind in your hair while your sailing. At first the graphics threw me off. I'm
not a big poly fan, but it grows on you. It's almost like poly was developed just for this game. It interacts with the total organic
feel of the game. It totally immerses me as very few games have. It has a very Sid Meier's Pirate's feel too it as well. Exploring,
trading, battle are all seamed together in a very fun way.

The only annoying thing for me right now are the sails of the ships. They get in the way of your view when you zoom in all the
way, or zoom out all the way. The focal point seems to be locked to where the main mast and lowest yard arm meet. This makes
your view blocked by the sail for about a third of your top screen. If they made the sails transparent at a certain zoom level or
gave you the option to adjust the opacity of the sails, that would make me happy.

Over all this game is great for an early access game. I can't wait to see how it grows and changes as it makes it march to release..
Numbus is based around these core tenants

1) You are a little glider, and you want to go fast.
2) "Whippersnapper! Even if I put some boost plates on the level, you couldn't handle the speed!"
3) Woah, this is the highest ratio of normal to hidden levels I've seen since Super Mario World! And they're all really, really
hard!
4) Spikes! Spikes spikes spikes! Too fast! Too fast!

I enjoyed it.. A very well put together adventure with plenty of mini games.. Game doesn't work on HTC Vive.. If you didn't
like the first one, you will like this even less. Same game, but with allies. Miserable graphics and clunky interface. Couldn't find
bugs - thankfully, but for all the time spent making movies for this and their other games, you think they could have improved
the extremely unappealing and confusing menus. Half of the screen shots are movie stills. You can judge for yourself if you like
the quaility by looking for the screenshots with the GUI present in them - that's from the game - the others are from movies if
you don't see a GUI in the picture.

And what really angered me, is that after I exited this lame game (I guess this is a bug) it didn't send an "exit" to Steam so it kept
me logged into it and I loss playtime credit on another game I actually liked. Sooo, I guess that is good because it got me off my
tush to write this review and warn you before you made the mistake and spent money on this. Maybe, I will get some karma
from helping you.. i've played it for a short time and it looks good. (or at least it looks different.) It's playable and has a lot of
potential, but it's not there yet. I purchased it and i don't feel it is wasted money. It isn't as polished as wasteland 2 or x-com. but
i guess that it is a matter of time before the gameplay gets better.
If you like x-com, wasteland 2 and shadowrun then this one might be less good. Are you out of other games (like invisible inc.)
then this is a game to try. There are bad games and this isn't a bad game. It just isn't as good as x-com. but be honest. Getting
onto par with x-com is quite difficult. Seeing that they actually did a lot of overhaul before release makes me confident that they
will get there. SO... do i recommend it? yes. $20 for a game with a lot of potential is still not expensive for several hours of
gameplay.
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